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Delivering the DNA
Despite its troubled past, gene therapy finds some traction in HIV prevention research
Gene therapy has waxed and waned in popularity among researchers since it was conceptualized by scientists four decades ago
in a paper in Science. It is currently in a
waxing phase, especially in HIV research
circles, where it is mainly being evaluated
as a therapeutic strategy. But the technology has also found a few fans in the ranks
of HIV prevention researchers.
Gene therapy, as the name suggests, is
the use and manipulation of genes to treat or
prevent disease. Some studies involve replacing a dysfunctional gene with a healthy copy
of that gene. Others “knock out” a mutated
gene that is functioning improperly, or introduce a new gene into the body to help fight
disease. Researchers typically use weakened
viruses grown in laboratories to manipulate
the chromosomal DNA of cells or shuttle
new genes into their nuclei.
Only a few gene therapies have so far been
commercialized. In a first for the Western
Hemisphere, European regulators granted
Dutch biotech uniQure approval to sell a
product named Glybera for the treatment of
lipoprotein lipase deficiency (LPLD). This
rare genetic defect leaves people unable to
properly digest fats, causing recurring acute
pancreatitis. Glybera delivers a good copy of
the lipoprotein lipase (LPL) gene in a viral vector through a one-time series of intramuscular
injections in the leg, so that the cells that take
up the gene can make the functional protein.
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But it isn’t the first licensed gene therapy.
In 2004, Chinese regulators gave the nod to
a therapy named Gendicine for the treatment
of certain head and neck cancers. Manufactured by Shenzhen SiBiono GeneTech, this
product inserts a healthy gene for protein 53
(p53)—a tumor suppressor—into human tissue, so that patients begin making functional
p53, not just the mutant variety that some
studies have linked to cancer susceptibility.
Nonetheless, given its novelty, gene
therapy is still considered highly risky, and
regulators have set the bar high for proof
that such therapies are safe and effective. So
it is currently only being evaluated for the
treatment of incurable and potentially
lethal conditions, and remains largely
experimental over much of the world.
When researchers first began attempting
gene therapy in the 1980s and 1990s, it was
often hyped by media as the Next Big Thing
in medicine. But it became highly controversial after an 18-year-old named Jesse Gelsinger, who suffered from a genetic liver disease, died in 1999 during a gene therapy trial
at the University of Pennsylvania (UPENN).
The cause of death was attributed to the viral
vector—a modified adeno-associated virus
(AAV)—that was used to deliver the gene he
lacked. The virus is widespread in humans
and generally harmless, but in Gelsinger it
seems to have induced a fatal immune system
overreaction. Gelsinger’s death triggered
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government investigations, lawsuits and
much public outcry. The lead investigator of
the trial, James Wilson, was barred from
leading any trials regulated by the US Food
and Drug Administration for five years, but
has since rebuilt his career as a researcher.
Technologies have since evolved sufficiently to make the strategy a viable alternative for treating a growing number of diseases.
Advances in both the vectors used to carry the
genes and the techniques used to deliver them
have enabled studies on treatments for everything from hereditary blindness to hemophilia
to HIV infection. Meanwhile, HIV has itself
become a tool for gene therapy.
Most recently, a team of researchers at
UPENN reported using a disabled form of
the virus to reprogram the immune system of
a six-year-old leukemia patient, a strategy
that is being explored at several other hospitals as well. Doctors first removed millions of
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the girl’s T cells, and then used a disabled
HIV virus to insert new genes into the T cells
to teach them to target the cancer. Doctors
then administered the altered T cells intravenously. Bruce Levine, one of the researchers
involved in that trial, said the strategy is akin
to turning T cells into heat-seeking missiles.
“There were a lot of people here in tears when
we heard she was recovering and discharged
from the ICU,” said Levine, director of the
Clinical Cell and Vaccine Production Facility
at UPENN, who was involved in the gene
therapy study. The girl is now in remission.

Bypassing the immune response
Gene therapy is also finding novel applications in the prevention of HIV. Vaccine
approaches to prevention have failed to
induce broadly protective immune responses
against HIV. This is because the virus is
highly variable, and has evolved several strategies to evade both antibodies and the cellular
components of the immune system, which are
essential to vaccine-induced immunity. Scientists have thus sought to supplement the
immune system’s capabilities by directly
delivering into the body antibodies known to
disable a wide variety of HIV variants.
Researchers have observed that when
such antibodies are infused into people
infected with HIV, they temporarily suppress
viral load even in the absence of antiretroviral
therapy. This suggests that the injection of
sufficiently large doses of such antibodies—
known as passive immunization—might provide a measure of protection from HIV infection. Any such effort to generally immunize
people against HIV would, however, be prohibitively expensive—though some funders
are currently interested in studying the
approach to establish proof of concept for the
strategy. Researchers are therefore considering gene therapy as a means of “manufacturing” such antibodies in people.
Philip Johnson, a professor of pediatrics
at The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia,
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pioneered this gene transfer approach.
About a decade ago, he used a recombinant
AAV vector to transfer a gene for b12, one
of the first known broadly neutralizing antibodies (bNAbs) against HIV, into mouse
muscle cells. AAV vectors were chosen
because they persistently express foreign
genes and, in fact, the mice expressed the
b12 antibody up to six months after a single
injection of the AAV vector. The approach
was not, however, tested in humans.
In 2009, Johnson published results of a
seminal study that used an AAV vector engineered to contain genes encoding a kind of
designer antibody constructed from fragments of antibodies. The antibody-like molecules were able to bind the Envelope protein
on the surface of a simian immunodeficiency
virus (SIV), the monkey form of HIV. They
were specifically constructed to inhibit a
strain of SIV known as SIVmac316. Monkeys given AAV vectors carrying the designer
antibodies resisted SIVmac316 infection,
while the control group of animals acquired
SIV after subsequent viral challenge.
Since then, Johnson’s lab has incorporated
a full length bNAb known as PG9 into an AAV
vector to assess its potential as a means of preventing HIV. His team is now getting set to
launch a Phase 1 trial in collaboration with
IAVI—which helped isolate the antibody—to
test the safety and feasibility of the vector.
Nobel Laureate David Baltimore’s lab at California Institute of Technology is, meanwhile,
pursuing a strategy similar to Johnson’s, but is
using a different AAV vector and a different set
of bNAbs. In both cases, the antibodies are ultimately meant to be expressed and secreted by
muscle cells. Baltimore’s lab has dubbed this
strategy vectored immunoprophylaxis, or VIP
(see http://www.vaxreport.org/Back-Issues/
Documents/Vaccine%20vs%20VIP.pdf).
Alejandro Balazs, a postdoctoral
researcher in Baltimore’s lab, said their team
had initially pursued a different gene therapy approach—inserting genes into the stem

cells of blood to try and create a population
of B cells that would produce naturally
occurring antibodies. But the amount of
antibody produced was, he says, “too low to
be prophylactic in a systematic way.” About
six years ago the team turned its attention to
VIP, and recently evaluated the gene transfer
strategy in humanized mice. In late 2011, it
reported that two of the antibodies tested
protected the humanized mice against doses
of HIV higher than what would be transmitted during sex (see VAX Nov. 2012 Spotlight article, Of Mice and Men).
The lab intends to partner with the US
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases to evaluate VIP in a Phase 1 trial,
although it hasn’t settled on which antibody
to use in the AAV vector, says Balazs. Unlike
Johnson’s group, Baltimore’s will likely test
the gene therapy in HIV-infected individuals first. “We think it might be easier [from
a regulatory standpoint] if we go into HIVinfected patients on therapy first, and we
think we can make an argument as to why
that would be beneficial,” says Balazs.

Ramping up production
Of course, using AAV vectors to transfer genes is not without its own set of challenges. Gene therapy research for other diseases, such as hemophilia, found some
AAV vectors elicit CD8+ T-cell responses
that target the virus for elimination. Moreover, not all strains of AAV have enough
affinity for certain tissues, which can prevent therapeutic genes from reaching their
cellular manufacturing centers. And while
more than 120 new AAVs have been discovered over the past decade—many by none
other than Wilson—not all of these vectors
are good transporters of genes.
Researchers have also had a hard time
designing vectors and genes that can
express enough of the desired protein in
cells in order to trigger a sufficiently potent
immune response against a pathogen.
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Researchers at the UPENN Perelman
School of Medicine’s Gene Therapy Program have overcome some of these difficulties by selecting AAV vectors with specific
affinity to tissues where the genes are meant
to be delivered.
They are also exploring methods of
optimizing genes themselves to boost their
expression (see http://www.vaxreport.org/
Back-Issues/Documents/codon.jpg). The
gene therapy program at UPENN recently
formed a collaboration with the California
company DNA2.0 to evaluate the use of the
company’s GenGPS technology to optimize
genes that encode bNAbs from The Rockefeller University scientist Michel Nussenzweig’s laboratory.
The genetic code is read in triplets called
codons, and 61 codons represent the 20
amino acids that make up all proteins.
More than one codon, in other words,
codes for a given amino acid. But not all
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codons are created equal: different organisms, and perhaps different tissues, prefer
certain codons over others and more readily read them to make protein chains.
Researchers have generally tried to harness
such quirks by selecting the most common
codons for genes they wish to transfer. “But
people have come to realize that these
assumptions are really hit or miss, and not
optimal at all,” said Mark Welch, the director of gene design at DNA2.0. “The question is: What is optimal?”
The method developed by DNA2.0
takes a more systematic, experimental and
computational approach to try to determine which codons work best. “We want
to be able to get enough [antibody] produced in the tissue so you have a good
enough response,” said Welch. The technology has been validated in other research
venues, but this is the first time it is being
used in this way for HIV prevention.

Wilson, a professor of pathology and
medicine who leads the Gene Therapy Program at UPENN, said that while it has
become much easier to synthesize genes,
getting them to work in vectors is not so
easy. Success in gene optimization, he
guesses, will improve the efficiency and
cost-effectiveness of developing vectors for
gene therapy. The work is being funded by
a grant from The Collaboration for AIDS
Vaccine Discovery of the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation.
“We have the capacity to very quickly
take different versions of a gene and get
them in a delivery vehicle and inject them
into mice,” said Wilson. “Coupling that
with a group that is thinking about developing algorithms seems pretty complementary. A lot of people can sit at computers,
but at some point you need someone to synthesize the vectors and test them in animals.” Or better yet, in humans. g
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A therapeutic vaccine candidate briefly controls viral load
A team of researchers from Spain reported last month that a
therapeutic AIDS vaccine candidate allowed some HIV-infected
individuals freedom from the daily grind of combination antiretroviral therapy (cART), though the reprieve was short-lived.
Findings from the Phase 1 trial, which were published in the Jan.
2 issue of Science Translational Medicine, are the latest from a
burgeoning field of HIV research that seeks to control HIV replication without cART—known in the scientific shorthand as a
“functional cure.”
To make the vaccine candidate, researchers extracted a subset
of dendritic cells (DCs)—which patrol the body for invading pathogens and “show” them to other soldiers of the immune response—
along with HIV from the blood of 36 HIV-infected individuals on
cART. They inactivated the HIV in 22 of the 36 samples with heat,
and then vaccinated the 22 individuals three times over a six-week
period with high doses of their own DCs and the inactivated HIV.
The other 14 HIV-infected individuals received three doses of their
DCs with their own intact HIV. The immunizations were given
either before or immediately after interruption of cART.
Twelve weeks following treatment interruption, researchers
observed a 90% decrease in baseline viral load among 12 HIVinfected participants who received DC cells pulsed with the inactivated HIV, compared to just one in the control arm. By week
24, seven participants randomized to the DC-inactivated HIV
arm maintained this dramatic drop in baseline viral load, while
none did in the control arm. The significant decrease in plasma
viral load observed in the immunized individuals corresponded
with a consistent increase in HIV-specific T-cell responses, the
authors of the study noted.

Unfortunately, by week 48 the virus had rebounded in all
trial participants, ruling out the tantalizing possibility that this
intervention might have been able to achieve a functional cure in
some individuals. “The goal of any therapeutic vaccine would be
to control viral replication to an undetectable level in at least a
proportion of patients in the absence of combination antiretroviral therapy, and this objective has not been reached with this vaccine,” researchers noted in the study.
Nonetheless, University of Barcelona scientist Felipe García, the
lead author of the study, said this is the first randomized, placebocontrolled study of a therapeutic vaccine candidate that shows a
statistically significant trend downward in viral load. “This is the
most important message—that it is possible to change the viral
load set point by inducing new immune responses in the body.”
Dendritic cells operate like a 24-hour security force, roaming
the body looking for foreign invaders. Once they come in contact
with viruses, they grab hold of enemy infiltrators with finger-like
projections, swallow them whole and present their fragments to
T cells, to inform the immune system about the attack (see VAX
Dec. 2008 Primer on Understanding Innate Immunity and
HIV). But in HIV infection, dendritic cells can also carry live
virus to CD4+ T cells, and their interactions with T cells can
backfire, driving the infection rather than thwarting it. But the
Spanish researchers hypothesized that by combining DCs and
heat-inactivated HIV in a vaccine candidate, they might prompt
the body to mount cellular immune responses against the live
virus circulating in the body. This seems to have worked to a
degree in this study, though not well enough to keep the HIVinfected individuals off cART for very long. g
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Understanding How Researchers are
Tackling HIV’s Genetic Variability
What new strategies are scientists developing to design broadly effective vaccines against HIV?
HIV’s remarkable genetic diversity has long
hampered vaccine development. It stems from
HIV’s virtually unrivaled mutability and the
explosive replication of the virus after it
invades its target cells. In a single HIV-infected
individual, between one billion and 10 billion
HIV particles are produced every day. Since
the virus is remarkably sloppy in reproducing
its genetic material, almost every one of those
particles bears some kind of genetic mutation
(see VAX Aug. 2008 Primer on Understanding the Genetic Variation of HIV). Only the
tiniest fraction of these mutants can be transmitted, yet enough get through to generate
quite a menagerie of circulating viruses.
Though just a single group of the human
immunodeficiency virus, known as HIV-1,
accounts for most infections worldwide, that
group is divided into nine different subtypes,
or clades. Some of those clades have swapped
genes to form major hybrid subtypes, and
several genetic variants exist within each
subtype as well (see VAX July 2006 Primer
on Understanding HIV Clades).
Not all of HIV’s nine genes mutate at
the same pace. The genetic sequence of the
envelope gene (env), which encodes the
toadstool-shaped Envelope glycoprotein
that the virus uses to latch onto its target
cells, varies by as much as 35% between
globally circulating clades of HIV. Others,
such as the gag gene that encodes proteins
that build the internal core of the virus, are
relatively more conserved, varying by less
than 10% from one clade to another.
That diversity poses a serious challenge to
the immune system, which depends on the
consistent recognition of telltale protein
sequences and structures to detect invading
pathogens. Since vaccines work by essentially
“showing” the immune system these molecular markers—or antigens—HIV’s variability
has proved to be quite a headache for vaccine
designers as well. This partly explains why,
despite nearly three decades of effort,
researchers have only made one vaccine candidate capable of blocking HIV infection.
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And that candidate—tested in the RV144
Phase IIb trial in Thailand—provided only
modest protection (31%).
But AIDS researchers have also sought for
many years to develop strategies to cut
through HIV’s variability. One such approach
harnesses computer software to design
“mosaic antigens” that might provoke
broadly effective responses against HIV. Such
antigens are made from genetic sequences
encoding pieces of a chosen protein—or peptides—just long enough to be recognized by
T cells of the immune system. The partial
gene sequences encoding those peptides are
selected through the application of two criteria. First, a computer compares the peptide
sequences between multiple HIV variants
and generates a composite DNA sequence
that best represents the fragment across the
sampled sequences. The sequences are further optimized to reflect those peptides that
have been shown to elicit vigorous cellular
immune responses against HIV. Then they
are stitched together to build a gene encoding
a full-length protein that is used as an antigen
in an HIV vaccine candidate.
Another approach simply samples the
entire HIV genome for sequences that are conserved across variants and clades, and stitches
them together—making not a gene encoding
a whole protein, but one that encodes a string
of antigenic peptides from various HIV proteins. Both of these types of antigens primarily
engage the cell-mediated response of the
immune system, activating killer T cells,
which destroy cells already infected with HIV.
But scientists are also trying to design antigens
that might stimulate neutralizing antibody
responses, which can prevent HIV from
invading those cells in the first place.
No AIDS vaccine candidate has yet succeeded in inducing broadly neutralizing antibodies (bNAbs), which can cripple the majority of circulating HIV strains. But researchers
have in recent years isolated a large number
of bNAbs from the blood of HIV-infected
individuals, and are now studying them
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closely for clues to the design of vaccines. All
efforts to that end focus on the Env protein,
simply because it is the only molecule on the
surface of HIV that is available to antibodies
(see VAX Mar. 2011 Primer on Understanding HIV’s Envelope Protein).
The Env protein is built from three sets
of two proteins. The smaller of the two,
gp41, traverses the membrane that encloses
the virus. The other, gp120, juts out of the
virus and binds to the CD4 molecule on T
cells to begin the process of invasion. The
protein has five highly variable loops that
work like decoys, eliciting a largely ineffectual antibody response, but certain
sequences in these regions are in fact prime
targets for bNAbs. Further, some parts of
the envelope are resistant to mutation
because drastic changes in those areas
would cripple the virus. Among these is the
CD4 binding site. Researchers have also
found a set of bNAbs that bind to this vulnerable site, and others that bind other
functionally vital parts of the spike.
Researchers are using various strategies to
harness these and other bNAbs to devise antigens for AIDS vaccines—from modifying Env
proteins to expose sites that might be bound
by neutralizing antibodies and testing such
engineered molecules as potential antigens to
manipulating yeast cells to make molecules
that mimic known bNAb targets. One particularly exhaustive approach involves determining what precise atomic arrangements on
the envelope are contacted by a binding
bNAb, and then using computational and
gene engineering methods to stably reproduce
those molecular structures for use as antigens
(see VAX Sep. 2012 Spotlight article, Brave
New World).
It is currently unclear which, if any, of
the above strategies will yield broadly effective vaccines against HIV. But it is likely
that future vaccines will have to rely on eliciting some combination of the cell-mediated
and antibody responses to effectively cut
through HIV’s extraordinary diversity. g

